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Even after “turning on a laugh’ 100 times a day,
Myrna Loy—MGM star—finds Luckies easy on her throat..
Aword about your throat—
“Laughing before the sound camera is hard on the throat,’’ says
Myrna Loy. “After scenes of this
sort, it’s clear that Luckies are the
cigarette for anyone who wants

a light smoke that’s easy on
the throat!” Here’s the reason
in a nut-shell: the process “It’s

Toasted” takes outcertainirritants
that are found in a// tobacco!

A word about tobacco—
Aren’t men who spend their lives
buying and selling tobacco the
best judges of tobacco quality?
Then remember. .. sworn records reveal that among independent tobacco experts Lucky
Strike has twice as many exclusive
smokers as all other brands combined. With men who know tobacco best—it’s Luckies—2 to 1.

*STAR OF MGM PICTURE “MAN-PROOEF”

Luckies-A Light Smoke
Easy on your throat—"'It’s Toasted”

WITH MEN WHO
KNOW TOBACCO BEST

(psLackies210!
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DUNHILL’S, Inc.
Keith’s Corner—Fourth at Ludlow

Buy your next Suit, Topcoat or
Overcoat at a young man’s store—

Dunhill’s Because
“They won’t let you wear it unless it fits”

Suits from $23 to $85

Overcoats from $21.50 to $100

Topcoats freom$19.50 to $65

Formal Wear from $30 to $65

Individualized service from initial selection to final fitting
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Kuenle’s Cut-Rate

;

DRUGGIST

Phone FUlton 0143

THE M. HOMMEL WINE COMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO

Cor. Jefferson and Warren Sts.

CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle

DAYTON, OHIO

A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
coin

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY
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The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere.

The Reynolds &
General Office

OFFICE FURNITURE - WOOD & STEEL

DAYTON, OHIO

SAFES - STEEL SHELVING - LOCKERS
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Exponent Jubilee

Vy

(1903-1938)
’'Tis not in mortals found to prophesy,
But to recall, their privilege shall be;
Yes, to recall and to relive the past:
To hear the words—although our lots were cast
To dwell in time and station far apart—
To hear the words of those who cherished art,
E’en as we cherish it—to share the thoughts
Of those who thrilled at poetry. Our lots
Are truly fortunate-blest, for we alone
The fruits of quiet thought may call our own—
Of quiet thought that dwelt in minds that now
Are laid perhaps in their last slumber low.
One score and fifteen years! Propitious years,
For many an enterprise their brief careers,
Begun in hope, have witnessed in that time
Their tragedy. Unaltered from its prime
In freshness and in inspiration stands
This monumental work that mocks the sands
Of time. One score and fifteen years—ah, call
Those years eventful, for they saw the fall
Of nations and the overthrow of thrones;
The men that fought ’mid suff’ring and ’mid
groans,
The voice of liberty that echoed—these
Are chronicled as memories of peace.
The history of progress trace—the tale
Of great endeavors read. Of slight avail
Too oft are hopes that are not reared upon
The inspiration of brave figures gone
Before to show the way. Ah, legacy
Most sacred of our pioneers, may we
Add glory to thy glorious name. Today
We celebrate this jubilee, and pray
Our admiration fructify in deeds;
Our gratitude shall be the cause that pleads
For yet more noble thoughts and higher aims

To e’er uphold this cherished of all names.
—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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A facsimile of the cover of the first issue of the Exponent, and reading left
to right, Edward A. Blumenthal, 03, first business manager, and Edward C.
Schoen, ’03, first editor of the Exponent. Both are still living in their native
Chicago.

The first two issues of the Exponent were mimeographed.

The

copy reproduced on this page is the personal property of Mr. Blumenthal.
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Columbia Hardwood Lumber Co.
Edward C. Schoen, President
Alex H. Schoen, Treasurer —Clarence W. Simon, Secretary

2428 Elston Avenue
(At Fullerton and Damen Aves.)
Telephones Humboldt 0546-0547

Chicago
December 23,

1937.

U. D. Exponent,
c/o University of Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio.
Gentlemens:

Congratulations to you and to your Editorial Staff,
your Thirty-fifth Anniversary.

on this

U. D. Exponent, as I look back on you

in your swaddling clothes, there wells up within me an irresistible
feeling of pride and gratification.

From an unpretentious begin-

ning--a dream, then its fruition, the determined effort of a handful
of S. M. I. students, you have grown to a pretentious university
periodical. You have made your influence felt throughout the literary
world.

Your efforts have been crowned with success, because all

through the years you have adhered to sound principles: Service to
God--to country--to the student body--and to Alma Mater.

God keep you virile and energetic throughout the coming
years to the end that you may continue to grow and prosper.

Sincerely,
ECS sEMC

Edward C. Schoen,

'03.
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Hall of Fame
Exponent Editors,1902-1937

a-EDWARD C. SCHOEN, ’03
b-ALPHONSE PATER, ’04
b-JOSEPH A. PILON, ’05
JOSEPH E. MAYL, ’06
CHARLES W. WHALEN, ’07
b-FRANK J. MORRIS, ’08
FRANCIS C. CANNY, ’09
JOHN O’CONNELL, ’10
b-IGNATIUS HART, ’11
FRANCIS M. MUELLER, 712
b-RAYMOND J’ O’BRIEN, 713
FRANK A. THILL, ’14
a-CARL J. RYAN, ’16
EDWARD STUHLMUELLER, ’17
J. DEAN McFARLAND, ’18
JOSEPH W. HOLTERS, ’19
WILLIAM J. BOESCH, ’20
WALTER S§&. V. CURTIS, ’21
D. HERBERT ABEL, ’22
ADES. C. CHOLLEY, ’23
JOHN H. HOLTVOIGHT, ’24
MERLE P. SMITH, ’25
T. GABLE FLEMING, ’26
LAWRENCE J. TEBBE, ’26
LAWRENCE H. STEMBER, ’27
a-EDGAR B. MYER, ’28
JOHN F. WILL, ’29
WILLIAM KEANE, ’30
BARRY DWYER, ’32
EDWIN H. SAUER, ’33
DONALD SHARKEY, ’34
a-ROBERT L. WHARTON, ’36
DANIEL J. HOBBS, ’38
(a—Served two years; b—Deceased.)
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Pests
@ By John J. Keeshan

(EDITOR’S NOTE: Any similarity to persons
living or dead is purely coincidental and this
publication will not be responsible for any
such complaints arising from the aforesaid
similarities.)

public amusement You have arrived at the
theatre early enough to insure yourself a good

center seat in the middle aisle. The main
feature is to go on at 7:40 and it is now 7:35.

From the screen in front of you a booming
voice is making its last attempt to impress
upon you the beauty of some squalid, filthy

Hu you ever taken the time and trouble
to investigate the meaning of the word
“nest”? If you have not here it is according to
our foremost lexicographers: PEST, 1. pest;
2. pest. (We’re not interested in type number
one so let’s forget it). Type number two is defined as ‘‘a pernicious or vexatious person or
thing.”’ Now perhaps you are no more the wiser
than before but just in case you are unfamiliar

with the meaning of the word “pernicious”
(and most of you are) further research into

the matter should be pursued at your leisure.
The introduction has been taken care of and
now for the problem at hand. Among our grand

village in far off Borneo. Now the storm
descends in the person of the pest. In front of
you, where a moment before an empty seat had
yawned, there appears a huge bulk in the form
of portly Mr. So and So. You whistle softly to
yourself and wonder why they hadn’t charged
him for two seats. While this thought is going
through your head you are attempting to see

the title of the picture (part of which you
missed on the marquee in front) but blocking
every attempt Mr. So and So, apparently well

versed in the Notre Dame system, always manages to shift to the right when you do and viceversa. In the meantime some dimunitive lady
(we’ll give her the benefit of the doubt) in

and glorious American institutions there is one
that stands out like the proverbial sore thumb.

back of you, hisses a “sit still” and while you

The institution referred to, unlike other institutions, is an individual, either male or female,

are attempting to explain to her that it was not
your fault, the title has come and gone as well
as the bill of players. Now you slump back in

who makes himself or herself particularly obnoxious to his or her fellow members of society.
No doubt you have guessed by this time that
I am speaking of the pest. He (with apologies
to those of my own sex I will, for the sake of
convenience, refer to the pest as “‘he’’) is present everywhere, at all times, and in every shape
and form in schools, libraries, theatres, and

crowded vehicles of public transportation. (The
vehicle must be crowded for the pest to function correctly). Before this, articles have been

written on the pest, and various authors, deeply
interested in the subject, have attempted to

classify the pest and place him in general
groups but from my personal experience I
firmly believe that the pest covers such a wide
field and his activities embrace so many varied
forms, that a classification is impossible. The
simplest method and the one preferred by most
students in the field is that wherein the individual pest is simply referred to as type one,
two, three, etc. Let us follow that procedure.

Type number one may be of either sex and
invariably frequents threatres and places of

your seat, feeling very, very small indeed, and
try to figure out if the guy under the wig is
Robert Taylor or Mickey Mouse. Just when you
recognize the deception you are rudely disturbed by a grunt on your right. You see a
weazened little individual ploughing his way
through your aisle-mates. To your left you can-

not see a vacant seat. As the weazened individual passes you (in the meantime you have

established a precedent by standing up and in

the process have crushed your new fedora
placed very carefully in the hat rack) you

whisper that there are no more seats. For this

information you are rewarded with a cold stare

and the individual carries on valiantly until you

see him sink into an aisle seat on the extreme
left. Muttering things unprintable under your

breath you glance at the screen once more

(after all, that’s what you came for) and you
come to the conclusion that you must have
missed something or else there is a different

picture in progress. You settle back once more
and begin to enjoy things for about fifteen

minutes when you suddenly become aware of
Page seven

the fact that that fellow next to you has a very
distinct liking for Italian cooking and all that
goes into it. Deciding to make the best of the
situation and coughing discreetly to cover up
that self-conscious feeling when you stared in
his face and he stared right back at you, you sit
through the remaining thirty minutes and make
your way home with a rather vague notion of
what “Love and—” (you missed the rest of the

title) was all about.

Type number two may also be of either sex
depending on the offense. He frequents
vehicles of public transportation and as stated
before the vehicle must be crowded for hs

activities to be fully appreciated and felt. At
Times Square you board an ‘EE”’ train for Long

Island. You step briskly through the door but
inevitably you meet a stone wall of humanity
into which you are assimilated with the aid of
a subway guard’s knee in the small of your
back. When you are extremely fortunate (and
the occasions are few) you will manage to
grasp a handstrap, only, however, after outracing your nearest competitor. Being in a
secure position you resign yourself to the next

sation was caused by the elderly gentleman
just behind you, who managed to get the tip
of his paper between your hat and the collar

of your coat. (The art of newspaper-tickling is
acquired only after long years of patient practice). At Long Island City you manage to procure a seat and opening your paper you turn
to your favorite column and begin to read. Halfway through the column you become aware of
a peculiar feeling and glancing to your left you
discover that the young lady is, in co-operation

with you, absorbed in your newspaper. Once
more you return to your column and after completing it you half-glance (one of those sneaky
looks) to see if your companion is through.
Apparently she has yet to reach the half-way
mark but summoning up all your courage you
flip the page. Glancing again to see what effect
your move had, you now feel that you have
committed a personal affront against the young

lady for she has that hurt expression upon her
face. At the station you leave the paper in the
seat hoping that this move will partly atone for
your crime.

Space does not permit further discussion on

fifteen minutes of “Swing and Sway” (with
apologies to Sammy Kaye and His Orchestra).

the pest. You and I know that there are countless more types and sub-types. We will always

Everything runs smoothly until you head into

have with us those that prod us with packages
in crowded elevators, those that whisper in

the tunnel. At this point you become aware of a
tickling sensation on the nape of your neck and
just as you release the strap with your right
hand (your left hand is securely wedged at
your side by other victims) the train lurches
and you are unceremoniously sitting in the lap
of a lady old enough to be your grandmother.
Tipping your hat and offering your apologies

libraries, those relative-pests who pat us on the
head (you are only twenty-one) and are struck
by the resemblance to mother. (Who would
you look like if it weren’t your mother and

you regain your former position. In the mean-

the discreet cough and let us rid ourselves of a
national calamity, the “pest.”

time you have discovered that the tickling sen-

father?) The pestilence is certainly a serious
problem and deserves thought for solution. Let
us cover up our self-consciousness. Away with

STANZAS TO MY LOVE
Receptive to the sunset is thy hair
When golden beams are fondly ling’ring there;

Elusive is thy form as twilight dreaming
When eyes of thine
gleaming.

like

vesper stars

are

The stars, they vainly shine

To match thine eyes divine;
The caves the brine beneath
No pearl embosom fairer than thy teeth.
—MICHAEL KEREZSI.
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Roses or Gardenias?
® By Thomas Mulligan

What shall the husband buy? That is the
question answered in this short story
by a member of the sophomore business
class.

Ax B. BROWN trudged slowly down
the steps from the office. He was very
moody. As he emerged from the building he
blinked his eyes at the sudden glare of the sunlight. He gave the appearance of a man who
had his troubles in life and who had suffered
them very patiently, but who recently had
endured something so excruciating that it made
him angry with the entire world.
Alex B. Brown was an unpretentious gentleman, a gentleman who was a better follower
than a leader. True, he was district manager
for his insurance company, but his position was
held more because he was competent than because he could command. Walking slowly
down the crowded street, Mr. Brown was
downcast.

his wife, had told him to stop at the florists
and bring home a bouquet of roses for the
living room.
Mechanically he changed his
course in the direction of the florist’s shop.
Maggie knew that he hated roses; she knew
that he had a few dislikes, one of them was the
odor and appearance of roses. She knew also
that he loved, in his humble way, a bouquet of
fragrant, lovely gardenias. It seemed as if
Maggie was simply trying to show him who
was the master of their home. She was doing

this to spite him. As Mr. Brown paced rapidly
along he grew angrier and angrier. Of course
this was just a small item, but matters had
grown unbearable of late, He didn’t care much

about the flowers themselves; it was the principle of the thing. It was about time that he
showed Maggie who was boss. He would buy
gardenias instead of the roses. He would show
her. He would bring them in and when he was
inside the door he would hur! them at her feet.
and then she would cry, but he would show no
mercy until she agreed to follow his orders
thenceforth. He walked faster and faster.

It is rather queer how a man whois rather successful in business is dominated by his wife. Mr.

All of a sudden he saw Charlie, an old friend

Brown was dominated entirely by his wife, a
woman who thought that social position was

opened his heart to Charlie and laid his prob-

the paramount idea of life. Tonight she was
having a bridge party, and she knew that he

abhorred bridge parties with his whole heart
and soul. Besides, tonight was lodge night, and
the boys were going to play a rummy tournament. Rummy: That was his game. But he had
to stay at home and play bridge with a group of
stiff-necked hypocrites who made his skin
crawl. He could feel already the cold chills

racing up and down his back when he would
make a wrong lead at a critical moment.

This bridge party had not been the only
thing. It was just one in a long series of wrongs
which he had groaningly received from his
wife. She was always the domineering figure
in their household and he—he was just a
figurehead, one of the well known “yes men,”
a “‘stooge’’ to answer to her beck and call. He

winced under this last thought and then stopped short. He had almost forgotten! Maggie,

of his and a fellow lodge member. Mr. Brown
lem before him. Charlie told him to be firm,
to buy the gardenias instead of the roses, to go
home and tell his wife that he was going to the
lodge meeting. A determined smile lighted Mr.
Brown’s face. That’s just what he would do. Of
course he didn’t want to make Maggie mad,
but—she must be shown her place. He would
buy the gardenias instead of the roses.
The door of the florist’s shop was standing
invitingly open as Mr. Brown walked through.
While the owner of the store was waiting on
another customer Mr. Brown stood admiring
a beautiful bouquet of gardenias. Those were

the flowers! At last the shop owner was standing beside Mr. Brown with inquiring eyes. Mr.
Brown spoke deliberately, “Joe, I would like to
have a very nice bouquet of flowers. They’re
for a bridge party. You know the wife.” He
then turned a sickly shade of green as he said:
“You better make them roses.”
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Land Lubber Launched
@ By Gene May

Gene writes a very interesting story
about his experiences on a lake boat
during the summer.

things,”’ while I meekly explained that these
were the worst I had. Clothes don’t make a
man (on a ship), though they certainly make a
fellow feel like a sap upon occasion.

OU won’t need those clothes on this

The darkness, broken only by the full moon
and the deck lights, hid my clothing problem

tub,” the watchman volunteered from
his seat outside my cabin door. “If you’re smart,

that first night. I battened down hatches and
clamped them as fast as my hands and arms

you'll pick up a pair of overalls, some working

could move, and with the ladder made fast on
the boat deck, I took a shower and went to bed.
The other deck hands (Willie and Walt, of

dd \ [

gloves, and heavy shoes. And get a cap,” he

added, “—a lot of paint never stays where it’s
put.”
I sat as immobile as a statue, taking in all
the practical knowledge I could absorb from
the veteran seaman, confident that this restful
life on a dusky Saturday evning could go on
forever—until Monday’s work began. The port
of Cleveland was slowly fading into the summer twilight while we sailed west on the S. S.
Norway. Nothing but the waters of Lake Erie
churning beneath our whirling propellors, and
the rebelling engines below disturbed the

peace, and only the picture of a sprawled
seaman shutting out some of the waning light
as he smoked thoughtfully kept the world of
reality dimly apparent.

Cheboygan, Michigan) ate night lunch in the
galley, and sat around talking with members
of the crew, while I turned in for some sleep
preparatory to loading cars in Detroit early in
the morning.
It was then I found out that our room above
the boiler was anything but cool on a warm
summer evening, and that a full moon could
be a terror to the heart when it shone across
rippling waters through a cabin door. So if you
ever need help in popping that question, remember to try a moon on a shimmering

lake. Willie and Walt slipped in, undressed,
and went to bed. The moon swung in its changing orbit until it shone no more through that
tiny door, and the heat continued to oppress.

He caught me off-guard with his easy remarks
about work to be done: ‘‘We’ve got to make
the port side ladder fast, batten down and

I can’t remember falling asleep.

clamp down the hatches,—so we may as well

the Detroit River channel. I didn’t give up my
last hope for desirous slumber until a clanging

get started soon.”

Work? Tonight? Hell, yes! What are you here
for? Get your clothes changed and get out on
deck! My brain called orders to surprised
muscles, and I fell to the task of making the
clothes I had with me fit the purpose at hand.
Imagination can’t conjure the picture an un-

launched land lubber presents to the hardened
seaman when he strolls out on deck in his “‘old

clothes.” I had a pair of old white ducks I
thought might serve the purpose, but one look
told me the comparison between paint-smeared

The misty morning still brings pictures of

bell shattered the silence and sent me out into
the morning air. Breakfast was hasty, as preparations for tying up the ship in the Detroit
River beneath the Ambassador Bridge were
being made. Being a land lubber on a ship is
pretty nice at times—and this was one of those
times. I merely watched, as Willie and Walt

rode the landing chair by turns and caught the
heaving lines. The cables were out—up to and
over the wooden piles; the big ship’s momentum was gradually checked. Along the shore,
the darkies stood ready to swing out the gang-

overalls and newly washed ducks would make

plank even before the ship ceased to slip for-

a crazy parallel. Everyone from the first mate
to my fellow deckhands solicitously urged me
to turn to and put on some old pants—“any old

ward. Laughing longshoremen shouted threats
at husky seamen for having kept them up all
night waiting for the delayed arrival.
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But in the midst of the shouts, work began.

One by one, new cars for dealers west of Duluth
were driven aboard, and in an early morning
rain I sought shelter to watch. Things like that
are interesting to a new hand, and—a spectacle
myself in white ducks on a dirty ore freighter
—I looked at everything in the light of dis-

covery. Only the beginning, thought I, and how
little I knew!
North to Lake St. Clair, to Port Huron,
through Lake Huron, and on—on to the Soo.

The picture of buckets of paint flowing off my
brush onto some ungrateful deck never phased
me for an instant. (Once, unfortunately, I
kicked a bucket of paint from its perch on a
hatch onto the deck—but darkness hid the

pail, so how was I to know? Later, under captain’s orders, I scraped the results into the sea
—without a brush). For three weeks I confined
my efforts to soaking the cargo hold (and
myself) with orange paint. Swinging from a
scaffold, sitting on a plank, or just splashing

overhead rivits from a perch on the pipes that
ran through the ship’s belly from bow to stern
—I got my fill of paint and painting. The only
time painting ceased was in port, when stand-

ing by to shift the ship’s lines was our main
duty. And from the loading point for ore carriers in Duluth to the unloading port in Cleveland, we closed hatches, painted, put the boat
through the Soo locks, painted some more, and
before landing scrubbed the decks on the forward end. Three days up—eating, sleeping,
slinging paint; three days down—eating, sleeping, with no time in any port for any girl—

just paint.
Four hours on, eight hours off, six days a week.
Sunday was free (for rest, if not for worship)
unless necessity made work imminent. I never

thought eight hours off could go so quickly.

Off duty at ten o’clock, I washed with a vigor
determined by the deepness of the layer of
paint that always covered my face. And after
that night shift, sleep was glorious. After the

day shift from six to ten, sleep was just as
grand. And on the double holiday (Sunday,
July fourth, and Monday, July fifth) my only
risings were for meals. Froma stretch of harbor duty in Cleveland that had kept me awake

for thirty-six consecutive hours, I turned in for
thirty-six hours of sleep begun after Sunday’s
dinner and ended with Tuesday’s breakfast.
The holiday meals on Monday and the shore

duty for half an hour at the Soo were inciden-

tal, as I remember, and each time the bell
stopped ringing I was sound asleep. A great
life—when you’re not painting.

Three weeks of painting below decks convinced me a deckhand’s job on the “Norway”
was as tough as any job. And ten weeks on the
“Tom Schneider” convinced me it still is the
toughest job on the Lakes. It’s fun now to think
back over the joyous darkies on the docks at
Duluth the night Joe Louis defeated Braddock;

the curious, smiling faces of the girls at the
locks at Sault Ste. Marie any sunny day we

were raised to the level of Lake Superior or
lowered to the level of Lake Huron; the nicknames—Nutsy, Bunny, Slice Bar Louie, and all
the other crude, colorful cognomens; the cold
air (fog-filled as often as not) of Lake Superior
in June or July while the rest of the world

sweltered; the letters that came up over the
side in a white bucket from the post office
cutter in the Detroit River; the homecomings
each week in Cleveland; the—say, this thing
has to end somewhere, and my government
certificate says my life as a deckhand ended

July 10, 1937. Reason—too much paint. And
I must end here. Reason—too many words.
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX
(NOTE: It was through a great stroke of luck
that Walter Steffen, of the staff, discovered the first
number of volume one of the Exponent which was
published in December, 1902. As one of the few extant copies of the original fifty-one, it is guarded as
a treasured souvenir by its owner, Brother Frederick
Paff, S.M., prefect of St. Joseph hall. This true
incunabulum was edited by that enterprising student
organization, the Literary Circle, when the university
was known as St. Mary’s Institute, was laborously
written with styli in longhand, and reproduced on a
hectograph. A copy of the first editorial statement
is printed below.)

INTRODUCTION
Ou college paper, THE EXPONENT, is
no longer a dream, but a most substantial reality, and we herewith beg leave to
present its first number to the public. Its object
is not to offer opinions on the great social or
political questions that agitate the nations of
the world at the present day, but simply, as its
name indicates, to be an index of what the
students of St. Mary’s Institute are doing in the
field of study, and to offer them opportunity
and incentive for the exercise of any literary
ability they may possess. Little else than class
work will find a place in its columns.
It is with no little hesitation that we venture
to submit our work to the scrutiny of so many
critical eyes, yet we trust that our readers will
allow us a goodly share of their indulgence, in

superficiality and inaccuracy, the besetting sins
of the tyro. We do not claim to have any embryo
Miltons, Macaulays, or Newmans among our
numbers, yet we expect in the course of a few

numbers to produce something that will be
worthy the consideration of our readers and

that may meet with their approval.
*

*

*

Pp IONEERS are not usually appreciated until
long after they have blazed their trails.
When that recognition does come, it should be
all the more adequate. So it is today, when the
Exponent, first official campus organ of the
University of Dayton, embarks upon its thirtysixth year of publication, that tribute is paid
jointly to the men originally responsible for
the magazine’s inception, and to those who
carried on. Publications are a major division of
extra-curricular activities. For more than twenty
years, the Exponent monopolized the field of
campus journalism, and during that period
combined the functions of literary magazine,
campus newspaper, and yearbook. Lately, the
Exponent has relinquished its triple status, and
become identified solely as the campus literary
magazine, the reason being that other publications were founded. On the occasion of its
thirty-fifth anniversary, looking with benevolent mien upon its flourishing offspring, the

considration of our age and inexperience. We

Exponent is pleased to extend to them its paternal good wishes for the year now already begun. To the Daytonian, the University of Dayton

are confident that good old Father Time will
remedy the defects of timidity and self-consciousness, and that practice will soon remove

News, the Civic Report, Le Petit Bavard, nay,
even to the callowest youngster in our midst,
the Sigma Delta Pi News, skoal!
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whim, could hurl shells into our major cities?
A: long last, you will hear another voice

from the Soap Box. Perhaps you will
welcome the respite as much as I. Last issue,

Would it not be right to protect our homes from
potential calamity? And in doing it we would
disregard any unfair treaty. Does it seem right

take advantage of my offer of space for the

then, that we should condemn the German
policy, “Germany for Germans?” For after

expression of their own opinions, I seem to have
made some hasty inferences to the effect that

deliberate reasoning, this policy only reflects
the American ‘“‘hands off.”

in assailing the failure of the student body to

those opinions were non-existent. The response
itself was hardly as surprising as its source.
Mr. Widmont is an engineer. To receive sentiment on the current international situation from
such a quarter is very encouraging.
In his article Mr. Widmont does not want to
excuse the three nations for any breaches they

Italy is also blacklisted for taking from under
the noses of British and American oil moguls

the petroleum wealth of Ethiopia. Italy was in
a rather dangerous position previous to the
acquisition of Ethiopia, as she lacked the necessary fuel, indeed, the prrequisite of modern

civilization. So: Italy stole Ethiopia’s oil!

may be guilty of. He is merely insisting on the
inconsistency of one nation forgetting its own
record when it calls another nation to task.
Bs

*

*

UNFRIENDLY NATIONS
O: late there has been a great tendency

on the part of the British and American
press to condemn such nations as Japan, Italy,

and Germany for their policies. But their protests do not carry conviction. They are the two
nations who have a record of conquest and
treaty-breaking unequalled by any other coun-

try since the time of the Romans. Britain, who
has expanded her territory by fire and sword
disregarded all else to cover the earth with her
possssions. The United States, which began as
a strip of land, stretching from north to south
between Florida and Canada, expanded by the
use of methods ranging from pseudo-purchases
from unauthorized governments to outright
conquest. With a record such as this on our
national conscience, how can we look askance

at other nations using similar tactics?
First, we condemn Germany for her rearma-

ment. Would not the United States rearm if
Canada were to throw up huge fortifications
along her borders so that she, on a moment’s

The 90,000,000 people of Japan have been

considered as a menace to the peace of the
world even though she is one of the poorest
nations in the world. This energetic people have
been condemnd to remain on the land of their
birth, which is much too small to provide adequate year-around subsistence. They are willing to risk the condemnation of the entire
world rather than face starvation due to lack of
natural resources. Their drive into China is
deplorable, but what man, if he is a man, would
not steal rather than see his family starve?
China, rich in undeveloped resources, can supply through systematic administration, a better
living for both Chinese and Japanese. The Jap
is stealing for his family’s bread!
United States and Great Britain, each with
sagging paunch, a result of riches won in previous wars, acclaim loudly the theory that ‘‘Conquest is immoral.’”’ Perhaps we are able to do
this now that our larders are filled to overflowing, our workers prosperous, and industry seething with power. We, the two richest nations in
the world, cry that we are satisfied and brand
as immoral anyone who follows in our footsteps.
We cry out loudly “Shame!” to any nation that
assumes a policy that might be termed ‘“‘unfriendly.” The question is, have we the right to

do this?
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Why This Career?
® By Adolph Sroka
good soldier, for you see, Zeus has chosen you
to serve Mars, me to serve Apollo.”
The writer, a freshman engineer, gives
us a number of tableaux to prove that
there is no use disputing about why we
choose certain vocations.

*

*

*

Light as foam, fast as the fangs ofa reptile,

the scintillating blade flashed closer, always
closer. Unrelenting, the slender steel forced

(

AREFULLY, deftly, the agile hands of

Zoc chipped the brittle flint. Suddenly
a fierce battle-cry echoed across the valley

from within the forbidding blackness of the
jungle. For a moment the sensitive fingers
hovered —alert, vibrating —then returned to
their monotonous task.

“They have downed Sabor Tooth!” the youth
beside him exclaimed.
downed him!”’

“Our warriors

have

An exultant glitter flashed in his eyes,
dreams of the future, of himself as hunter,
mighty and brave. Fiercely he whirled on Zoc.
“How can you sit there, working like a
woman, making axes instead of staining them
in the blood of game and enemies?”
Zoc smiled, “I really don’t know. Possibly
the Medicine Man or the chief could tell you.
I know only that this occupation, and this only,
is destined for me. In this trade alone am I
content. Why.
a
*

a

*

“Yes, Marcus, tomorrow we embark upon
the great conquest. With the mighty Tercius
leading us, we soon will force the proud Britons
to their knees. No, my friend, never would I
remain in Rome to follow some aged master in

his lecture. The battlefield, adventure, life—
they are for me. Rather would I be opened by
a Scimitar than stagnate in the monotony of

its opposition back. Lunge, parry, riposte,
thrust; remorselessly those glittering thirty
inches countered every stroke. Then a sharp
twist, a blade spins through the air, the opponent is at mercy.

“Magnifique, tremendous!” the defeated
Pierre was sputtering as he recovered his foil.
“You are not only a polished swordsman, mon
ami, non, you are a master.” Even the voluble
Pierre, for once in his life, was devoid of

words. ‘And a blade like you to enter a monastery! May the Lord strike me if I say one word
against his peres and cloisters, but Francois,”
Pierre was pleading with emotion, “it is no

place for you. You are a soldier of fortune, gay
and carefree.”

“Non, mon ami,” Francois answered, “that is
not so. I haveheard the call of Christ and it is

in His service that I am to fight my encounters.”
*

*

*

The large school laboratory is nearly deserted. In the large hall there, only two students, one a chemist, intent on completing a

qualitative analysis; the other, impatiently
glancing at the large Telechron. Having apparently arrived at some important conclusion, the
latter walked toward the door (with a stride

meant to emphasize his mien). “If you think
I’m going to stay here all night, you’re batty.”
Those words were spoken in a manner that
would do justice to the “Il Duce” himself. They
left no doubt whatsoever as to their finality.

school. I seek the life of colorful adventure;
not the grave of books you have prepared for

yourself. A soft smile tinted the delicate fea-

“Hand me the cresol purple,” the only reply
he receives from the chemist.

tures of the other lad.
Emphatic speeches being of no avail, he

“T feel quite alive as yet,” he laughed, “but

passed the indicator. After a little pause he

then, my grave is not as yet complete. Seriously,

again broke out: “What the heck do you want

Janus, I am afraid I would not make a very

to do all this for, anyway? You don’t have to.”
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“‘pH-4,” the other shot back across the table.

“Comes out perfect.”
Again we have that conflict of opinions, a
problem never to be solved. For like our friend
of the last incident, he will never see in that

purple liquid a vision of the world, made more
secure, more comfortable and beautiful by the
magic touch of Chemistry. He will never see in
those attractive Plastics the wizard touch of a

chemist plus waste wood. We cannot, therefore, judge him too harshly if he considers this
chemist friend of his the slightest bit erratic.
But after having read this chronicle possibly
you can now understand why, like Zoc of the
Stone Age, our friends of Rome, and the more

modern Pierre, this lad merely smiles and says:
“It is my work, for this I have been chosen.”’

The Farmer Speaks
® By Otto A. Zink
Our agrarian friend describes herein the
debt we owe to the farmer, and gives a
great deal of information valuable to
anyone interested in entering the profession. Farmer Zink speaks from
actual experience.

tain elements from the soil while others put
them back or vice versa. Therefore, crops are
rotated in such a manner that the same elements are not taken out in successive years.
In this way, the soil is not broken down, and
holds its fertility for a greater length of time.

An example of crop rotation is that of corn,
Mos

people who live in the city and

know nothing whatever of the farmer
and farm life seem to consider it more or less
of a joke when discussing those subjects. But
if these same people would try to gain a liveli-

hood on the farm, most of them would probably die of starvation. They would no longer
refer to them as “dumb farmers,” or “country

hicks.” Another point is that the farmer keeps
the country going. Where would the people
living in the cities get their food and clothing
if there were no farmers tilling the soil and
raising crops?

wheat, and alfalfa.
To illustrate: supposing that in one field,
you plant corn the first year, wheat the following year, and alfalfa the next. Alfalfa is
usually made into hay for several years, then
plowed under, and the same process begins
over again. With the aid of various fertilizers
and manures, this cycle keeps the soil in a
fertile condition. Soil should never be_ permitted to run down, as it is quite difficult to
rebuild and poor soil yields very inferior crops.

The crop rotation mentioned above can be
In other words, the country as a whole is
dependent on the farmer. You can see this by

people want the produce and are willing to

varied to produce the same effects. For instance, clover, or another grass may take the
place of alfalfa, and oats may be substituted
for wheat. In some regions different crops may
be substituted for wheat. In some regions different crops are grown due to climatic reasons,

pay the price.

as in the South, cotton holds the predominant

the fact that if a drought comes over the country, there is a shortage of crops. Farm products
are then greatly in demand, prices rise, the

place, in other sections, tobacco, etc.
Farming in general is not as it used to be in
the colonial days, when ground was so plentiful that you could merely cultivate a new piece
of land when the other lost its fertility. Since
land is not not plentiful, you must keep it fertile

by artificial means, through fertilizers.- This
is also helped out to a great extent by a process
called ‘‘crop rotation.’’ Certain crops take cer-

It is interesting to know at what time of the
year the various products are planted and harvested. Corn is planted approximately between
the tenth and 25th day of May; oats are sown
around the middle of April, while alfalfa is

cut and cured into hay around the first of June.
Wheat is reaped between the first and tenth
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of July and threshed till the first of August.
From the middle of the latter month to about
the tenth of September, green corn is stored
in siloes for winter feed. Toward mid-September, ripe corn is cut and the fodder shocked,

preparatory to husking. The cornfield is then
disked and sown in wheat which is a hardy
plant and survives through the winter months.
Alfalfa and other grasses are usually sown in
the spring.
Farming may seem simple to most people,
since almost anyone can drive a team of horses,
but for a successful farmer there are many
complications. In discussing a few of them, consider the case of dairy farming. Here, one faces
the problem of feeding the right quantity of
of proteins in order to produce the greatest
amount of milk. You may feed a dairy cow a
great amount of grain but if it doesn’t contain
the right proteins in the correct amounts, you
will not achieve the desired effect, which a
smaller quantity of the right type of grain
would produce. This is also true as regards

hogs, the object being to fatten, or for chickens,
where the idea is to produce the greatest number of eggs. All problems of farming are on
this same order, and you have probably come
to the conclusion that the dominating idea is

to put out the least amount of material in order
to acquire the greatest amount of product.
This in a certain sense is true, since the economic law of diminishing returns is applied.
There are movements throughout the country for the purpose of further educating the
farmer. In the country schools, we have the
FFA, Future Farmers of America, through
which organization, the state places an agriculture instructor in each school. Different
correspondence and night-school courses are
available through our state universities. The
federal department of agriculture is continually performing experiments in order to further

the farming industry. One may conclude, therefore, that farming is coming more and more
into the realms of science.

EVENING
What glory floods the evening sky!
What heavenly conflagration this
That does the poet’s art defy
Which needs must paint its charms amiss.

Glow fiery red as living coals
The vast unmoving clouds that spread,

Like angel-wings between the poles
To bless the earth ere day is fled.
I look up at the grand display,
And hear a voice that earnestly,
“Look up, look up!”’ does seem to say,
“And e’er a child and poet be!’’

—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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Do Women Save
to Get Married?
®@ By Lester S. Giambrone and
Thomas P. Manning

Two noted authorities on women have
collaborated in giving us the inside dope
on a pressing question of the day. Tom
and Les answer their titular query by
sensational revelations about the female
of the species.

First they begin to save lacework, which they
have made themselves, usually handkerchiefs,

and small table-cloths. Then all sorts of presents are included, anything they can’t use
immediately, or something too good to use.

They are mostly made of silk.
The older they get, the bigger becomes the

[ sects have nothing on women when it
comes to saving for the time they are married: from the day they have their first
thoughts of getting married, they begin to
save. The weaker sex started to put money in

the ‘fold sock” as far back as history can tell
us, and even Eve had the foresight to salt
things away after the exit from the Garden.
The reason for this is not to be found in ancient

hope chest, until they finally have to get married so that their families can have room to
move around it. The growth of a hope chest is
a very interesting process: first a small portion
of a drawer is used and Mama is convinced
that daughter needs a chest. The first is a
small one, which increases in size with time
until the time arrives when no chest is big
enough. Then they get married.

histories, but current gossip relates that it
was “in order to be Abel to raise a little Cain.”
Warning to all young men who are contemplating marriage: Don’t announce your
engagement until necessary because here are
the results: Whenever you want a date with
your steady, the girl friends are giving her
showers—Whenever Christmas, or your birthday comes around, the presents you receive
are lamps, bathroom mats, or Listerine—All
the stag parties are out of your life because
the cost is too much, and the sweetie persuades
you to buy a new set of dishes for the future
homestead. What a future! Many an hour will
you slave away wiping and drying those same

When a girl becomes engaged, the real saving starts. This campaign makes her former
saving look like an amateur’s. Where before
she saved mostly for herself, now she saves

for two. The collection includes pieces of furniture, chinaware, bed-spreads, pillow-cases,
and if she hasn’t done much cooking, the cook
book appears as a new item. Soon, when the
house is overflowing with the craziest mass of
bric-a-brac, the wedding day arrives, and when
everything is settled, Papa and Mama heave a
sigh of relief, because they won’t have to move
to a larger house in order to make room for the
collection of their daughter.

dishes, while she is out to tea. And don’t smile

There is a certain type of woman, however,

at any of the old girl friends, because honey is
watching every move you make, and she will
continue to do so for the rest of her life.

who doesn’t save a thing up to her wedding
day, but from that point on, budgets for the
rest of her life. This is Betty Co-ed. Most girls
go to college and take subjects concerning how

About the best known term for saving little

the greatest Napoleon lost at Waterloo, or how

and big objects, for future use when married is

the human mind functions, instead of learning

“Putting it in the Hope Chest.” This is one
place where money can’t be found. At the age
of sixteen, a girl’s greatest treasure is her Hope
Chest and how she shows it off! It’s the first

how to boil water or bake a cake. To a certain
extent, the wife is great in married life, but
when she gives you an allowance out of the
money you’ve just earned, that’s where we

thing they talk about when they get to gether.

draw the line.
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Potpourri
RACKETS
‘Samples! Samples! yelled a voice on the
back steps. I went out to see what the commotion was all about. An elderly man with a
medium-sized box of soap was standing there
holding one of his products in his hand. He
handed me the package, and I gladly accepted
it. He then looked out in the street to see if
anyone was watching him and said, ‘Here,
take two more.” “‘What’s this?” I asked. He

mumbled, looked out into the street again, and
gave me two more boxes. Here I was, rather
puzzled, standing with all that soap in my
hands. He then handed me the last box which
was a beauty facial soap. To me it looked like
a Dime Store’s Special, but the box was marked
“three bars for seventy-five cents.” Finally it
dawned on me. Instead of giving away the
soap, he intended to sell them; so I declined.
He then cut his price by taking three sample
packages back and throwing three bars of
facial soap in for twenty-five cents. I again
refused. He then asked, ‘S’matter? tight?”
That got me, and I handed everything back to

him. He said, ‘‘That’s O. K., that’s O. K. I got
kids working at the Delco.”
Some time ago the front door bell rang. I
answered and a young girl stood there smiling.
I smiled back, and she said, “Hello, Mr.
Titsch.”’ I was trying to think where I had met
her before. She started getting chummy—‘“I’m
Miss
, also of German descent, and live
at the Y. W. C. A. I need $200 to go to the University of———?” “$200,” said I. “I’m sorry,I
can’t help you.” Oh! but yes you can. I’m
selling magazines.” I thought that racket had
died down, but she was reviving it. “Here are

my credentials,’’ she said as she pulleda soiled
sheet of paper from her pocketbook. ‘This is
where I am supposed to have my picture, but

the camera broke, ha, ha. This is my name, and
the paragraph here tells me I am permitted to

sell magazines.” ‘“‘Where are the magazines?”
I asked. “I don’t have any with me, but I will

be glad to take your order.” “Oh,” I said. “I’m
sorry, but I can’t afford it.” Discouraged, she
went on her way.
One of these so-called fly-by-night salesmen
was on a busy down-town street in Detroit,

Michigan. He had bottles set up on a stand,
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and he was demonstrating how his wonderful
product would put a beautiful chromium finish
on any tarnished metal. He did miracles with
that liquid on some of the junk he had lying
around. We had some things at home that could

be made to look like new. I purchased a couple
of bottles like all suckers do. I applied and
applied this liquid on my tarnished souvenirs
and what-nots till the bottles were empty. I
might just as well have applied water for the
good it did. I felt like a small boy who, after
seeing a magician’s show, tries to pull rabbits
out of a hat.
Once while walking down Jefferson Avenue,
of our home town, I noticed a large crowd
standing out in front of a store. In the window

were various species of birds and animals
which made their homes in Ohio. “Welcome
In,” said the sign, and I always go where I’m
welcomed. They had an interesting exhibit, but
the odor! You enter the door, turn to the right,

follow around the exhibits, and here is the part
you don’t see from the street. They have an
attractive girl sitting at a chair and table, and

stacked rather highly in front of her is silver
change. A sign on the lower part of the table
says “Help feed the animals.”
Barnum said, ‘“There’s a sucker born every
minute.” How do you rate?

—GILBERT TITSCH.

THE PREJUDICE OF THE IRISH
FOR THE IRISH
When I ridicule the “Irish” for their national
conceit, I do not mean the Irish who are living
in Ireland, or those in other countries who
came from Ireland, or whose parents came

from Ireland. It is only natural—and very

right—that they should be proud of their
nationality. But it is those souls who revel in

the drop of Irish blood they inherit from five
generations back, and who, because of this
drop, think that they are truly Irish, and thank
God for it—these are the object of my attack.
It is true that the Irish people are a pleasant
people, with many general good qualities. But

this is true of a number of nationalities, if not

The Irish are noted for their generosity, their

student who has had to run all the way from
Brown Street. If he needs a shave, a hair-cut,
or shows other signs of going to seed, he is
very likely a boarder, although some day students fall under this category. If he comes in

wit, and their beauty. I admit that the Irish do

beaming and furtively caressing a hidden some-

possess these qualities and are better for them,

thing in his breast pocket, it goes without saying that he is a campus student who has just
received a letter from home. In general those

of all. And, like other nationalities, the Irish
have some characteristics that are not always
to their credit.

but I am sure that many other nationalities
possess them also. I have never heard of an
inhospitable people, or a selfish one, and, although the Irish wit is a very pleasant and

who wear suits are day students, while those
who wear sweaters and no ties are boarders,

entertaining thing, I prefer American or Eng-

but again there are exceptions.

lish humor, even though the latter is often
ridiculed. The Irish beauty is quite lovely with
its dark, or red hair, its blue eyes, and its fair

with stories of “the girl back home,” and a

skin, but we must not forget the similar good

single week-end at home provides him with

looks of the French, or the fascinating dark

topics of conversation for months to come. The

charms of the Spanish, or the blond beauty of

day student, however, has exhausted the pos-

the Polish. The Irish brogue may be a pleasing
dialect, but it is no more so than the Scotch
burr, or our own American Southern drawl.

sibilities of one week-end by the time another
source of entertainment in arguing about the

And as for our faults—just as the Germans
are perhaps too submissive and too slow, and
just as the French may be too excitable, and

merits of their respective home towns, and
Podunk vies with New York in claiming
superiority over all other towns and cities. The
off-campus student, on the other hand, goes

the English too stoic, so the Irish may be too
dreamy and too restless.

The boarder likes to regale his associates

rolls around. Campus students find a great

blithely on his way, seldom giving Dayton a
thought except when her supremacy is challenged’ by some Hall inmate.

When I consider all these things and then

hear Americans of a faint Irish descent thank
God that they are “Irish” and no other nationality, it seems to me that they are being very

unfair to the other nationalities by considering
that they are not so good as the Irish. It is my

belief that all peoples are equal in their good
and bad points.
—JEANNE McLAUGHLIN.

Having disposed of the principal differences
between the two divisions we now come to their
attitude toward each other. Each regards the
other as someone to be resented slightly, treated
civilly when necessary, endured, bested scholastically, athletically, and socially, and remembered long after graduation as an all-round
good fellow, a scholar and a gentleman. The
feeling between the rival factions reaches its

climax in the Pansy Bowl Classic which after
all is just in a spirit of fun.

CAMPUS VERSUS OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENTS
A school which admits to its halls of learning both campus and off-campus students offers
much opportunity for comparison of these two
groups. In the first place, for the benefit of
those novices who have not yet learned to distinguish the boarder from the day student, let
me state a few points of distinction. If a boy
comes to class at the very last minute, panting
from exertion, he is probably an off-campus

’ Are there no similarities between the groups?
Of course there are! They are all, despite real
or imagined differences, college boys working

and playing together. They are alike as to
their ability to skip classes and wriggle out of
assignments, the state of their finances, and
They
their attitude toward life in general.

stand united on the common ground of youth
and eagerness,
ultimate goal.

all

striving

for

the

same

—PATRICIA SNAPP.
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Book Reviews
CAMPAIGNERS FOR CHRIST
HANDBOOK
By David Goldstein
My first impression of this book was not at
all favorable for like most people I shuddered
at the thought of ploughing throvgh a three
hundred and thirty page sermon. But the first
lines of the first page had hardly penetrated
into my brain when I realized that my expected
sermon was not going to be the ordinary Sabbath-morning oratory but rather something
deeper, something more pleasing than a mere
plea to the emotions.
Happiness always has presented a problem
which mankind strives to solve upon this earth
but no matter how numerous his attempts
might be, no matter how close he may approach
his goal, the insatiable, unquenchable desire
is never satisfied. David Goldstein, in this
work, portrays this seeminly futile struggle
and advances a solution which in the ultimate
analysis is the only solution. There are three
types of happiness which he labels as the
“Trinity of Happiness.’’ Natural happiness or
the right relation to things temporal; positive
happiness or the right relation to things ethical
and finally supernatural happiness or the
right relation to things spiritual.
Following logically upon his statement that
this’ desire cannot be satisfied on earth he
enters into an explanation of God as the Alpha
and Omega of man’s existence. The author
proceeds to prove that the Roman Catholic
Church offers to mankind the right road with
the seven sacraments as so many fountains of
strength where the wanderer may pause to
refresh himself.
Possibly the two most interesting sections of
this book are the lengthy discussions on evolution and Judaism. In the former, the author
discusses the possibility of our ancestors swinging from the limbs of primitive forests. Summing up his entire argument against evolution,
this convert from Judaism asks a question
similar to this: Isn’t it just as easy for an

omnipotent God, who has created each individual immortal soul, to create two human
bodies which were to be the fountain of the
human race? After finishing this chapter the

thought came to my mind, that perhaps Goldstein’s arguments might mislead the nonCatholic mind. In presenting his case, he gave
the impression that the Catholic Church has
adversely pronounced on the intrinsic possibility of the evolution of Adam’s body. Of course,
there can be no question of the evolution of
Adam’s soul, of the formation of Eve’s body
from Adam’s or the unity of the human race.
But agreeing with Mr. Goldstein in his stand
against evolution, we would be rather foolish
and gullible to admit the evolution of the body
without any further evidence than some tooth
found in a desolate spot by a so-called anthropologist. Basing ourselves on the old saying
“what is gratuitously affirmed may be gratuitously denied,’’ we wait for the missing link
whose existence even the foremost exponents
of evolution now doubt.

David Goldstein, being a convert from Judaism, holds members of this faith near and dear.
In his treatise on this subject, the author traces
the fulfillment of the ancient prophecies by
drawing a parallel between them and the life
of Christ and the foundation of the Universal
Church. This chapter proves invaluable in any
discussion with a member of the Jewish faith,
for the conclusion drawn by the author is that
any Jew with an investigating and unbiased
mind will be naturally drawn to Catholicism
by a firm belief in the prophecies of the ancient
writers and recognition of their fulfillment in
the life of Christ.
By this time you, no doubt, have come to the
conclusion that the book might give a wealth
of material but certainly must be heavy reading. But this is not so, for in a humorous style
and in understandable language the author
unfolds his intricate problems which can be
grasped by anybody from eight to eighty.
—WILLIAM P. O’CONNOR.

DAMIEN THE LEPER
By John Farrow
Some books are really dangerous—danger-

ous because they upset the quiet routine of
daily life. I am talking of those books that will

not be laid aside (hark, ’tis midnight!) till the
last page of the last chapter has been read.
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God be thanked that such books are not many.
And Farrow’s “Damien the Leper” is one of
these books.
Hero-worship is so instinctive to man that
we worship our heroes without knowing it.
Chubby Tom will carry his hands in his pockets
because Frank, who goes to Learnen High
School, does so. Gawky Frank will have a
smoke because George, who comes home from
Learnid College week ends, does so. But how
vain is such hero-worship—and how harmful!
Frank’s brain becomes addled and Tom’s
shoulder’s begin to slope.
In this age of atheistic materialism, we need
heroes—heroes to prove that Providence is
not a theological figment, and that Christianity
is not dead. We see so much selfishness that
we no longer believe in generosity. We read
so much propaganda that we deny truth. But
the blackest night cannot blot out the faintest
star. In Father Damien we see a boundless
unselfishness that more than confounds the
collective argument of the petty selfishness of
petty men for the non-existence of generosity.
Christianity may have been dead in the Reverend Charles McEwen Hyde, but it was not
dead in Father Damien. While white-collared
members of the U. S. Public Health Service
sent disinfectants to Molokai, Father Damien
was anointing with his own hands the putrefying members of a dying leper. But I am moralizing too much, and forget that I am reviewing
“Damien the Leper.’’ Reviewing? No; the word
is “interviewing.” I have seen Father Damien
—in the pages of Mr. Farrow’s book. I have
heard him; and I have felt the masculine influence of his indomitable will, the irresistible
charm of his rugged simplicity. Ideals for the
idealistic. Father Damien is not an ideal, since
for most people, an ideal implies the unattain-

able, the unpractical.

I like to call Father

Damien simply Damien, which is no disrespect
for the cassock, for it is Damien the man, not
Damien the priest, that I admire: the reason
being that while most priests are admirable,
most men are not. In a land ‘‘where there is no
law,”’ Damien established order. In a community where despair ruled, Damien disseminated

the seeds of Christian fortitude. Damien spoke
of the Resurrection of the body to a mass of
putrefaction,

and

the

mass

of

thrilled with hope at the message.
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putrefaction

When I read the book for the second time,
the words which Father Damien scrawled on
the fly-leaf of a Bible belonging to a friend
who had asked for a remembrance, deeply
impressed me. “I was sick and ye visited me.”
Yes, Father Damien, often when I am tempted
to shirk a duty, when I am inclined to be petty
and selfish, let me visit you in the pages of this
excellent book, and I shall learn to be ashamed
of my own littleness, seeing how truly great
you were.

—AMBROSE NAKAO.

THE VATICAN: YESTERDAY,
TODAY, TOMORROW
By George Seldes
For those who want facts about the Vatican
this book is excellent reading. It is informative
and truthful without being bigoted or sympathetic. The portion which deals with the
Vatican’s yesterday is history done with the
persuasiveness and smoothness of fiction. The
part which portrays the present contains many
interesting subjects, especially the chapter
dealing with the death of a Pope and the
election of a new one. And the future, which is
only guess work, does contain interesting
prophecies, particularly concerning America’s
part in Catholic affairs.
Best of all there is a logical sequence about
the book which lifts it out of the class of dry
historical books. It is done by a man who is not
a Catholic but an admirer of the Church’s
greatness, a good reporter who tells the truth
as he sees it. The Catholic can find things here
that he thought he knew, and the reader who
is not in the Church will find the mistakes of
that Church’s children chronicled so openly
that perhaps his resentment will be allayed.
There is no propaganda in the book, only sincerity. The author ends with this remark that
while believers place their faith in the promises
of Our Lord to Saint Peter the “plain observers
may see in their turn in the institution devoted
to the things of the spirit the exercise of a

realism without rival in this world.”

—ERNEST SPEGELE.
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L. M. PRINCE CO.

The Dayton Monument Co.

Opticians
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1101 Brown Street (Cor. Frank St.)
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Night Phone: FUlton 9423

FUkon 4136

WEILER WELDING COMPANY
METAL FABRICATORS of
Dies, Jigs, Fixtures, Gages, Special Machinery
and Equipment

Hollenkamp’s

GENERAL WELDING — PORTABLE OUTFITS

Beer

DAYTON, OHIO

318 E. SECOND ST.
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Dark Cream Ale

The Drink of Good Fellowship ...
Good Health . . Good Cheer...
DRAUGHT — BOTTLED

Olt’s
Superba
Beer

SODAS
In All Assorted Flavors

HOLLENKAMP
PRODUCTS CO.

Made in Dayton

We

give

you

the

same

MELLOW,

RICH, SMOOTH, FULL-BODIED, PURE
BARLEY MALT-HOPPED BEER that
found favor with the experts in the days
gone by.
Brewed by

modern

methods,

properly

and fully aged, giving OLT’S SUPERBA
BEER an even better tang and zest.
THE FAVORITE BEER OF DAYTON

Healthful
Nourishing
Refreshing

OLT BROS. BREWING CO.

ADams 6224

20-22 N. McGee St.

Dayton, Ohio

+

+

The
“FIRST

WITH

THE

Henry Burkhardt Packing Co.

LATEST”

Victor Office Cigar
Stand

PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
AND SAUSAGE MFGRS.
Packing House and Office

Headquarters for

FINE PIPES and TOBACCO

235 S. Irwin Street

Gas & Electric Bldg.

aa.
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Governmert Inspection E-t. No. 520

FUlton 0134
of

25 N. Main St.

DAYTON, OHIO
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45 E. Fourth St.
ADams 1461

1231 BROWN STREET
FU 1581

Be Wise . . . Use

SPORTING GOODS

Nichols Electric Co.
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WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
+
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SUPPLIES
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Dayton, Ohio
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- |SERVICE
LAUNDRY AND

HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
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SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING

~
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Various kinds of Cotton and

FU lton

FU lton

Wood Materials, Etc.

| 1 73

1 1 73

Established Forty Years Ago

Optometrist
ADams 7562

|

The FANSHER Bros. Co.

113 W. Court St.

CHAS. R. BROWN

A

DAYTON

1013 BROWN STREET

WECKESSER

RADIO

+

ELECTRIC COMPANY

he

DRIVE IN SERVICE ON AUTO RADIOS
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES OF HOME RADIOS
SALES AND SERVICE ON SOUND SYSTEMS

19 E FIRST ST. BILTMORE HOTEL BLDG.

THE BERINGER
PRINTING CO.

Movie Eauipment
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Malone Camera Shop

Cameras and Supplies

124 East Third Street
830 NORTH MAIN STREET

DAYTON, OHIO

FUlt

WATCH
+

*
We Specialize in HIGH GRADE
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For
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FEBRUARY

RUBBER GOODS

Issue

For Every Purpose
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The Sterling Rubber
Products Co.

EXPONENT

49 E. SECOND STREET
Phone AD 4296
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5841
+
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.
COMPLIMENTS

a

FRIEND

If It’s Made of Rubber
Sterling Has It
a
ee
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THE DAYTON
STENCIL WORKS CO.
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Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps

MAKES

Seals—Bad ges—Engravings

roO:0

Stencils

\\ ae

113 E. SECOND ST.

SPARKLE —
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For lively, vigorous talks with
friends and relatives back home,
phone frequently. It's a tonic if
you're lonely. It relieves tedium
and adds a sparkle to normal
existence. Offhand you might
think this an expensive plea-

Dayton, O.

Phone ADams 1432
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This Nameplate

Means More Value
For Your Money!
in Refrigerators
Electric Ranges

sure, but look at the night and

Sunday rates shown below.
You can phone FREQUENTLY
at low cost.

Commercial
Refrigeration
Equipment
Water Coolers
Ice Cream Cabinets

Air Conditioning
Products of

GENERAL MOTORS
IN DAYTON
+

3 TALKATIVE MINUTES
AT THE NIGHT AND SUNDAY
STATION-TO-STATION RATE

112 MNOS oe. only 35c
180 miles .

. . only 50c

260 miles .... only 65c

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10

300 miles .... only 70c
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